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Everything is for Erudiaa! I will die!” Tiance Shenshuai

naturally agreed.

Levi Garrison did all this for Erudiaa and for the world.

He has no reason not to help.

Of course, another important reason is that Levi Garrison is very strong.

The two parties reached a cooperation.
This is of great help to Levi Garrison’s next plan.

For example, in case of an accident, Levi Garrison needs to use the power of the Tiance Mansion.
According to the past, there was no way.

Marshal of Tiance would never agree to the kind of stubborn goods.
Now that he is here, it’s much easier to handle.

What Levi Garrison wanted to do, one sentence.

“Mr. Garrison, I still have an unsympathetic request…”

Finally, the superintendent Tiance showed an embarrassed expression.

“Ah? Say it!”

Levi Garrison wanted to know what the request was.

Is it so hard to tell?

“I hope sir, no, the king can marry my little daughter side by side!” “My little daughter is an orphan
picked up during these years of experience. She is currently 20 years old and looks good! Very talented,
she should be at present. God is the strength of the top ten list! is the day the government policy of little
princess! may shine on identity and on the strength of word alongside the king

a lot worse! but can barely! “

……

this is the day God Shuai policy with a small daughter The reason for coming.

Levi Garrison must have been who he was back then…

If the youngest daughter married him, the benefits would be unlimited.

The first Levi Garrison was completely tied to Tiance Mansion, and he was a family.

Second, with the talents of Levi Garrison and his youngest daughter, the child born may be more
talented than Levilia. This is the future of Tiance Mansion and the future of Erudiaa.

…

Basically, if Levi Garrison was with his little daughter.

The foundations for the present and future of Tiance Mansion and Erudiaa have been laid.

It is absolutely not a problem to protect Erudiaa for hundreds of years!

Of course, there is also the selfishness of Tiance Shenshuai.

I hope my youngest daughter will marry better. If you want to marry, you will marry the best.

After the request came out that day.

Levi Garrison was dumbfounded…

Marry his daughter to himself?

Are you crazy?

He looked at Tiance God handsome and said, “Hey, did my brother make a mistake? I have a family! My
children are all that old! The future of your Tiance Mansion! Isn’t it funny to marry your daughter to me
now? “

What’s the matter? You are more conservative than mine! It is true that one person is enough for an
ordinary person in his life! But with your existence, three wives and four concubines are normal! It
doesn’t matter if you marry a few more!”

“Say Be vulgar, give birth to a few more geniuses!”

Tiance Shenshuai laughed.

Levi Garrison “…”.

One says one.

Except for Zoey, he didn’t think about other women.

Especially after having Levilia.

It is even more unacceptable to let him marry one now.

“One word side by side king, don’t be anxious to refuse, my daughter is outside, come out and have a
look…”

Tiance God Commander did not give Levi Garrison a chance to refuse, and directly pulled him out.

The outside scene shocked the two of them.

Why are there so many people?

Densely packed.

Surrounded everywhere.

Seeing Tiance the supernatural commander came out, everyone gathered around.

Positively greet Tiance Shenshuai.

Everyone saw him come out side by side with Levi Garrison.

There is only envy, jealousy and hatred for Levi Garrison.

The god commander Tiance talked to him for such a long time…

“It must be because of Levilia’s face! Levilia is the future of Tiance Mansion, and several ancestors will
follow in his experience! As the head of Tiance Mansion, the god commander returns. Naturally, I pay
attention to it! Levi Garrison is also normal!”

Li Songkui and others said sourly.

“Hey! He just gave birth to a good daughter! Why don’t we have this luck! The children born are more
stupid than the other!”

Everyone was helpless.

The superintendent Tiance took Levi Garrison and came to Xuanyuan Qingya. “This is the little girl!”
“Qingya, I decided to marry you…Mr. Garrison…”

